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Abstract
This research was conducted to know the characteristics of self-capacity and education level of fishermen on Pasirbaru and Cidadap villages. The qualitative approach was done with the interview through questionnaires on the fishermen in two villages taken in purposive sampling. The characteristics of self-capacity of fishermen in both villages are a bit different. Cidadap fishermen have a very good category grade in aspects of knowledge, skills, competencies, and individual ethics of mental, confident, and commitment, with scores of 83,87% ; 77,42% ; 45,16% ; 45,16% ; 25,81% ; and 51,61% respectively. Those aspects were higher than Pasirbaru. On the other hand, Pasirbaru fishermen have higher grade than Cidadap fishermen from aspects of education level, education needs, presence of education deposits, and the amount of education savings. The graduation rate of Cidadap fishermen from elementary school, junior high school, and senior high school are 53,6% ; 10,7% ; and 3,6% respectively. 100% of Pasirbaru fisherman stated that education needs are important and very important. 67,9% of Pasirbaru correspondents stated that they have education savings, while only 32,3% of Cidadap correspondents who have education savings. Fishermen from both Cidadap and Pasirbaru village are uncertain about how much money they save per month. The uncertain value acquired from Pasirbaru and Cidadap respondents are 68,5% and 70% respectively. Need to increase the level of self-capacity and education of traditional fishermen in the region of Palabuhanratu Bay, Sukabumi
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Introduction
1.1 Background
Pasirbaru and Cidadap Villages, based on its geographical position, exploits Palabuhanratu fishing port as center sales activity of fish catches. The majority of the population in both villages are fishermen. Fishermen are one of an important part in fishing activities. Most of them spend most of their time at sea in order to support their family. The condition that fishermen have to face at sea with all of its risks turns them into having a hard and firm character. In physical terms, Mandar fishermen for example, have sturdy body shape and dark brown skin (Alimuddin, 2005). This is understandable due to their heavy workload as fishermen. As a community, fishermen have some characteristics that are different from other communities, namely: (1) the fishermen community live and stay and do activities at sea and in the coast as the culture and the survival of their individual and the community, (2) the fishermen community are generally traditional and operating simple fishing gear either with or without a motor (Indiarti and Wardana, 2013).

Development of capacity is a long process, in which the individual's ability and skill in solving problems are increasing based on the development of their experience, so that the performance capacity of organizations and institutions will become stronger in order to achieve the industrialization of fisheries. Capacity development is defined as an increase of individual competence, public sector institutions, private sector, civil society organizations and local communities that are involved in activities sustainably which positively affect toward the development such as poverty alleviation, improvement of the quality of governance and meet the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) (Hope, 2009).

Fishermen as human beings have a natural potential to learn (Rogers, 1983). Referring to that opinion, people must try to increase its capacity by working (experience) and study in order to be success. Working and learning processes occur due to human interaction with the environment. Real lessons take place when farmers feel that what they learned is relevant to the purpose of their farming business (Good and Brophy, 1990). The learning process can make fishermen grow and develop to be mature and independent.

The understanding of characteristics and capacity of the fishermen themselves will determine the level of potential and independence of fishermen in accepting the technology that was introduced to them, knowing the potential and independence of fishermen in receiving fishing technology and then it can be customized to the potential and capacity of the fishermen themselves. With this approach, the farmer / fishermen will apply the new technology on an ongoing basis (Tjitropranoto, 2005).

Palabuhanratu bay is the area in the southern waters of the island of Java, which has the potential of fisheries that is important for Sukabumi, West Java. A variety of policy packages has been implemented in this area including motorization program, fishermen empowerment, training and extension of fishery (Wahyudin, et.al., 2005). There are also plans to increase Palabuhanratu Nusantara Fishery Port status (Category B) into the
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1.2 Objective
The purposes of this study are
To describe fishermen’s self-capacity at Cidadap and Pasirbaru Villages, Palabuhanratu, Sukabumi.
To describe the educational culture at Cidadap and Pasirbaru Villages, Palabuhanratu, Sukabumi.

Research Methods

1.3 Time and Research Location
Data collection was conducted in December 2013 - January 2014. The research was conducted in two different villages namely; Pasirbaru village on Cisokol Sub-district and Cidadap village on Simpenan Sub-district, Sukabumi Regency West Java.

1.4 Research Instrument
Instrument is a tool which is used to collect data in a research. In this study, the instrument used was a questionnaire that had been developed in such a way, so that the respondents did not experience difficulties to fill out the questionnaire and answer the questions during the interview.

1.5 Data Collection Methods
The data collected in this study consists of primary data and secondary data. Primary data obtained by conducting interviews and surveys to respondents by using the questionnaires that had been prepared. Secondary data were obtained from the Department of Marine Fisheries of Palabuhanratu and village offices of Pasirbaru and Cidadap.

The study was conducted using survey method to get the facts from existing phenomena and seek for factual information. Interviews were conducted after the fishermen finish their fishing activities. They were visited one by one at their respective houses. Selection of respondents was done by using purposive sampling, namely the selection of speakers who are key informant by using criteria that aim to obtain reliable respondents in accordance with the purpose of research. The numbers of respondent who successfully recorded were 28 fishermen in Pasirbaru village, and 31 fishermen in Cidadap village.

1.6 Data Analysis
The study was a descriptive study with the aim to explore the social and cultural life of traditional fishing communities in the Palabuhanratu Bay, Sukabumi focusing on aspects of self capacity (knowledge, skills, competencies, mental, confidence, and commitment) and aspects of education. These aspects were expected to provide an overview of the readiness of traditional fishermen towards the industrialization of marine and fisheries sustainable fishing in accordance with the Regulation of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries of the Republic of Indonesia Number 27 of 2012.

Results and Discussion
Sukabumi is geographically located at 06°57’ - 07°25’ South latitude (S) and 106°49’ - 107°00’ East Longitude (E), with the boundaries of administrative region in the north bordering the district of Bogor, south to the indian ocean, east to Cianjur, and west by the indian ocean and Lebak regency. Sukabumi has nine districts including the District of Cisokol and Simpenan. Both of these districts are bordering the bay of Palabuhanratu, there is a Nusantara Fishing Port of Palabuhanratu on the tip of the bay which is a center of fishing activity where almost all the fishery, including fishermen, do the transactions there. Pasirbaru village is located in the District of Cisokol, while Cidadap village is located in the Simpenan District.

1.7 Characteristics of Fishermen’s Self-Capacity
Characteristics of fishermen’s self-capacity of 28 fishermen in Pasirbaru village, and 31 fishermen in Cidadap village can be seen in Table 1.
Fishermen's self-capacity in Pasirbaru village on aspects of knowledge has the highest value (64.28%) for the good category, while for the category of very good, fairly good and less good are respectively 32.15%, 3.57%, and 0%. This shows that the understanding of knowledge about fishing activities including water conditions / territorial, fishing gear, the presence of fish, and fishing operation time has been controlled well by the respondents there.

The highest value for the aspect of skill in fishing activities, which is assessed from the operation of ships, fishing tools, and maintaining the quality of the catch, are in good categories with a value of 78.57%. Very good value has 17.86%, fairly good 0%, and less good 3.57%. This data indicates that aspect of skills in fishing activities in Pasirbaru village has been mastered well, although there are 3.57% of respondents who feel not good enough.

Fishermen's self-esteem in Cidadap village is slightly different to the fishermen in Pasirbaru village. They only have two categories for the aspects of knowledge and skills, namely; very good and good. Aspects of knowledge got value of 83, 87% (very good) and 16.1 3% (good), while the skills aspects got value of 77.42% (very good) and 22.58% (good). This indicates that aspects of the knowledge and skills of fishermen in the Cidadap village have been mastered very well.

Aspect of competence is as an indicator to see the fishing business opportunities in search for profitable business opportunities and to optimize existing resources. Respondents in Pasirbaru village have given a "good" answer as the answer with the highest score of 78.57%, the same score applies to the value skills aspect. Very good response have a value of 17.86%, and the response of fairly good have a value of 3.57% while the response of less good is zero (0%). Based on these data, the level of competence of the fishermen in Pasirbaru village in doing profitable business and the optimization of existing resources is already good.

As for the ethical aspects of the individual that were assessed on three components, namely; mental attitude, confidence, and commitment. Mental attitude to see how the fishermen assess, accept, or reject new technologies. The results showed that in Pasirbaru village good category got the highest score of 64.28%. Both very good and fairly good category got the value of 17.86% and no fishermen have less good mental. Aspects of confidence that measures the level of confidence and reliance in conducting fishing activities, respondents gave the highest grades in good categories (85.72%), while very good category only amounted to 3.57% less than fairly good category 10.71%. Whereas the aspects of commitment which measure the level of fishermen ability to socialized with another person resulted that a very good category got a value of 21.43%, lower than the good category by 71.43%, while quite good category got 7.14% and less good got 0% (zero). Based on a whole data from individual ethical aspects, it can be illustrated that the fishermen in Pasirbaru village have good mental attitude, confidence, and commitment in doing the fishing business.

When compared with the knowledge and skills aspects of the fishermen from Pasirbaru village, then the fishermen in Cidadap village are better. This situation is influenced by the location of Cidadap village which is closer to the center of fisheries activity (Palabuhanratu Nusantara Fishing Port and local government center of the Regency). People who have better information access (health, education, economy) are able to provide added value in the development of self-apacity such as knowledge and skills.
The ethical aspects of fishermen individuals which consists of mental, self-confidence, and commitment of the fishermen in the Cidadap village have better relative value than than the fishermen in Pasirbaru village. For these three aspects, the value of very good category of Cidadap Village is relatively higher than Pasirbaru village namely 45.16%, 25.81% and 51.61%. For the aspects of commitment, 3.32% were categorized as less good.

Along with Suryawan (2014) who stated that the ethical aspects or mental growth in fishermen communities is a way of reasoning and thinking to take consideration and decisions related to physical action, then it can be concluded that Cidadap fishermen are smarter than Pasirbaru in term of fishing. While the commitment is a form of readiness and ability to fulfill the promise of fishing-related and have high bargaining power with other people, groups, and stakeholders. Aspects of the commitment of fishermen to the third party that has grown and become part of the social life of fishermen at the site is a pattern of patron-client relations which puts fishermen's bargaining position low (Wahyudin, 2011). Legg (1983) illustrates that the patron-client relationship basically related to: (a) the relationship between the actors or the actors who control different resources, (b) the relationship of a special nature (particularistic), personal relationships and more or less contains of affection (affectivity), (c) the relationship that is based on the principle of mutual benefit and mutual giving and receiving. Meanwhile, according to Scott (1993) that the resources are exchanged in patron-client relationships reflect the needs arising from each party as well as typical coastal community (Satria, 2002).

The overall self-capacity of fishermen in Cidadap village is relatively better than Pasirbaru village. One of contributing factor is the location of Cidadap village that is closer to the Port as a center of fisheries activity that they have more experience at sea that makes them more skilled. It can be influenced by the geographical location of the village of Cidadap that is closer to the center of fishing activity that is PPN (National Fisheries Port) Palabuhanratu and local government center of the Regency. Additionally, Palabuhanratu designated as the central region of minapolitan economic development based on the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries of the Republic of Indonesia number 32 in 2010. The closer to the city center will further facilitate access to a variety of city suburbs. People who have better access to information (health, education, economy) able to provide added value in the development of self-capacity such as knowledge and skills. According to Rondinelli and Ruddle (1978), the role of the city is determined by the characteristics of its functions, such as accessibility it has toward its suburbs. Centralization of urban infrastructure in growth centers such as Palabuhanratu with its minapolitan can support the main objective of economic and social objectives (Parr, 1973).

Other causes are heredity. Fishermen in Cidadap village are 90% migrants from Makassar with liftnet fishing background. They are experienced in fishing operation using various fishing gear. Belief (culture), knowledge, and skills in fishermen communities are generally a process that is carried from generation to generation (Townsley, 1998). Another factor that makes the capacity of the fishermen of Pasirbaru village lower than Cidadap is the condition of their village territory. Pasirbaru village is located on the beach which has a tourist beaches managed by the Government of Sukabumi and maricultured by fishermen and the office of marine and fisheries, Sukabumi Regency. The existence of this tourist beaches and mariculture created alternative jobs for fishermen, so they are not 100% dependent on fish catches.

1.8 Education

Education is one of the things that are important to human life. The results of data processed related to education level of fishermen in the village of Pasirbaru and Cidadap can be seen in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>VILLAGE</th>
<th>Did not finish Elementary School (%)</th>
<th>Elementary School Graduate (%)</th>
<th>Did not finish Junior High School (%)</th>
<th>Junior High School Graduate (%)</th>
<th>Did not finish Senior High School (%)</th>
<th>Senior High School Graduate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pasirbaru</td>
<td>32,1</td>
<td>53,6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10,7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cidadap</td>
<td>29,0</td>
<td>48,4</td>
<td>12,9</td>
<td>3,2</td>
<td>6,5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The level of formal education of fishermen in the village of Pasirbaru has a higher value than the village Cidadap in both of graduated from elementary school, junior high, or high school. No respondents in Cidadap village graduated from high school. This is in line with the statement Pollnac (1998) which outlines that to be a fisherman generally does not need the formal education but instead strong body to do heavy work. Formal education can improve competence if the curriculum and the learning process are in accordance with the job of...
the individual concerned (Anwas, 2009). Education for fishermen in Indonesia is not based on the demands of their work all this time. Prijono and Pranarka (1996) also says that education serves to develop skills, improve the quality of life and human dignity of both individual and social.

Decline in graduate education at a higher level (junior and senior high school) occurs among respondents in both villages. Wahyudin (2011) stated that formal education level in the region of Palabuhanratu Bay is dominated by the elementary school level. The low level of education in fishermen communities is due to cultural factors or habits that they prefer to be a fisherman from an early age or join with their parent to help searching for their own income. This is in line with Firdaus (2005) who stated that the causes of low interest of parents in rural areas to continue their children education to junior high school are socio-cultural factors and lack of education cost factors. Muflikhati, et.al. (2010) stated that fishermen have lower education levels than non fisherman. Low levels of education will hinder the transfer of fishing technology, as well as creating work patterns that are not disciplined and less accountable (Hendratmoko and Marsudi, 2010). Parent’s level of awareness on the importance of education for their children can be seen in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>VILLAGE</th>
<th>Very Important (%)</th>
<th>Important (%)</th>
<th>Not Important (%)</th>
<th>Very Not Important (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pasirbaru</td>
<td>71,4</td>
<td>28,6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cidadap</td>
<td>77,4</td>
<td>19,4</td>
<td>3,2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the analysis of the level of education needs aspect, both fishermen of Pasirbaru and Cidadap expressed it to be very important and important. There are only 3.2% of Cidadap respondents who stated that education is not important. Most of the respondents realize that getting formal education for them or for the children and their descendants is very important. Dahuri (2012) stated that in order to improve the quality of human resources to be competitive then they should be given to the education, training and extension of fishing techniques, financial management, environmental management, and work ethic, including achievement and motivation on an ongoing basis.

Generally, they have expectations that their child and descendants does not follow in the footsteps of parents as fishermen and expect them to have higher education and work as an employee in administration or office. Parents have realized that education gives certain values in thinking and behavior, and therefore education level will affect the mindset and behavior (Anwas, 2013). Kusumastanto and Wahyudin (2012) states that the development of fishermen through counseling is the most important in national fisheries development through the strengthening and development of coastal communities to improve the knowledge and skills associated with fishing effort that they will have a high bargaining power.

After knowing the level of awareness concerning about education, then the following question is to know about whether there is education savings or not. The results showed that more than half of respondents (57.9%) in Pasirbaru village already have education savings, while only 32.3% of respondents in Cidadap village who set aside their earning for education saving. The lack of awareness of the fishermen on the importance of education savings is caused by local environmental culture that is still not realize the importance of education savings. Fishermen still expect free education that has been touted by the government. Detailed data analysis of the education level and savings is shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>VILLAGE</th>
<th>Education Saving (%)</th>
<th>Education Saving/ month (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pasirbaru</td>
<td>67,9</td>
<td>32,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cidadap</td>
<td>32,3</td>
<td>67,7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results showed that 68.5% of fishermen from Pasirbaru village are uncertain about how much money they save for education per month, as for respondents from Cidadap village got the value of 70%. Most of them
answered that income as a fisherman differs with other job. This is due to the catch that is very depending on the weather, the presence of fish resources, and the luck factor (Wahyudin, 2003). At the time of harvest, the catch is abundant but the sale value of fish is low, so income they gained is not too much. While on bad season, despite the price of fish is relatively high but the catch is not much that income gained is not too big. Furthermore, marginal communities such as fishermen are lacking at financial management because of low education and perception. They generally have a tendency to buy consumer goods when they earn substantial income, not saving it in the form of deposit (Wahyudin, 2011).

Level of education and awareness of the fishermen in the village of Pasirbaru is relatively better than the fishermen in Cidadap village. This is caused by the presence of community leader in Pasirbaru village who is concern about education. They established the foundations of education starting from an early age (early childhood education) to high school.

Conclusions

Characteristics of fishermen's self-capacity in Cidadap village based on aspects of knowledge, skills, competencies, and ethics of individuals are better than the fishermen in Pasirbaru village. This is due to the easier access to the center of fisheries activities (Palabuhanratu Nusantara Fishing Port). Characteristics of fishermen's self-capacity in Cidadap village are more independent in accepting and applying technology, which is formed from the competition and experience as a fisherman in a location close to the center of fishing activity. As for fishermen in Pasirbaru, they have tourist beaches and mariculture so they are not 100% dependent on fish catches.

Level of education including graduation rates, parents awareness, presence or absence of deposits, and the amount of savings for education shows that fishermen in Pasirbaru village is relatively better than Cidadap village. Location and environment of Pasirbaru village which is farther from the center of fisheries activities (Palabuhanratu Nusantara Fishing Harbour) have formed a more moderate stance and more oriented to office work not solely to be fishermen. Community leaders who care about education have motivated Pasirbaru fishermen to have a high level of education.

Facing the industrialization of marine and sustainable capture fisheries and the era of liberalization of the ASEAN Economic Community in 2016, so the self-capacity and the level of formal and non-formal education of the traditional fishermen in the region of Palabuhanratu Bay, Sukabumi needs to be improved.
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